This paper describes the working note on "EmotionX" shared task. It is hosted by SocialNLP 2018. The objective of this task is to detect the emotions, based on each speaker's utterances that are in English. Taking this as multiclass text classification problem, we have experimented to develop a model to classify the target class. The primary challenge in this task is to detect the emotions in short messages, communicated through social media. This paper describes the participation of SmartDubai_NLP team in EmotionX shared task and our investigation to detect the emotions from utterance using Neural networks and Natural language understanding.
Introduction
Emotions play a vital part in communication when people interact between each other. The exchange of emotions through text message and blog post in an informal way of writing is a bigger challenge for any machine to understand. Detecting emotions from text is widely used recently in the fields of neuroscience and cognitive services to analyze the consumer behaviors. [6] Emotion detection task is similar to analyzing the sentiment in a text. In this task we aim to detect and recognize types of feelings through the utterance such as "Neutral" "Joy" "Sadness" and "Anger". These four emotions types are related to the facial expression analysis in image recognition field. One of the most colossal challenges in determining emotion is the context dependence of emotions within the text [6] . Another challenge is linguistic co-reference, word sense disambiguation and ambiguity. Here, we describe the method and ideology of detecting the emotion from the text. The regular text classification works by stacking the text representations followed by the learned features. By considering the above discussion, our research model is given in Figure 1 . 
Task Description
The given dataset consists of "Speaker", "Utterance" and "Emotion". Utterance text tagged with the emotion information, the objective is to detect the emotion information for the utterance in the validation set. The equation tag ϵ {Neutral, Joy, Sadness, Anger} and (n) represent the total number of target class in the dataset.
Corpus Description
Corpus is provided by Emotion X SocialNLP 2018 shared task organizers. Training set and validation set both are in the Json format. Input utterance is annotated with target class in the training set. The training data contains total 
Corpus Statistics
The dataset is primarily the conversation between two speakers. In training set most belongs to neutral utterance (78 percentage) and least belongs to anger utterance (1 percentage) Table 2 . In training and test set utterance is mixed with digits, punctuations, and emoji's. Quality of utterance are most challenging task here because of social media content user own text scripts. In training data, we see that longer sentences belong to the neutral category and shorter sentences belong to the anger category. Using Term frequency method, we can see that there are larger number of numeric values and internet slang term like 'lol','haha' and 'idk' are used in the utterances. The utterance word count and target correlation are showed in the figure 2 using violin plot. 
Methodology
The figure 3 gives a picture of the architecture that we have currently implemented for this task. We are primarily focused on data preprocessing to improve the quality of utterances and also enhance feature representations. We started our approach with simple term frequency based on CNN+BiLSTM; the same methods are discussed next. 
Feature Engineering
We have improved our model accuracy on each step of stacking and modifying the features. Our whole approach is based on the architecture model figure 3. Below are the steps followed before building the model. Performance improved after data cleansing.
Data Normalization
In data normalization step we have mainly focused on cleaning the utterance to improve the performance of the model. We have created the custom list of words to replace the internet slang tokens with proper words and the same method is followed for replacing the emoji's in utterances with corresponding meaning. 
NLP Features
As a part of feature engineering, we have added hand craft features from the utterances to improve our model. The sample of the features are shown in below points.
• Length of each utterance 
Evaluation Result
The test data contains two files Emotion push and Friends utterances with 50571 unlabeled data and submission of labeled was evaluated by the task organizer final ranking is based on the Unweighted Accuracy mentioned on the below 
Error Analysis and Conclusion
In this paper, a supervised system for we have presented an approach to detect the emotion in speaker utterances which is in social media format. Our experimented methodology, Charterer and Word level ngram stacked feature extracted from utterances. Then the logistic regression with custom parameters is trained using extracted features. Our system is evaluated using the test utterances given EmotionX shared task organizers. We have obtained an overall accuracy of 91.83% in the training set but fails to capture generalized features and performs poorly on the test set. The major drawback is imbalanced data for training set. Another issue dealing with large amount internet slang in dataset. The system could further have improved by replacing the internet slang with proper lexical and experiment with different techniques used on the supervised approach in Machine learning.
